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January 11th, 2016
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Meeting Synopsis:
1.
2.
3.

Call to order
Approval of the minutes from December 7th, 2015
Discuss and vote on recommendation from FCMA/WA to SEC to give all faculty immediate access
to the Faculty Demographic Tableau Dashboard (Exhibit 1)
4. Discussion of FAQ on unionization and gender/race/ethnicity and equity
5. Update on Black Lives Matter and Minimum Wage documents submitted to SEC, and request for
members to attend SEC meeting
6. Update on Building Equity and Equal Access in Faculty Salary Policy document submitted to FCFA
7. Sub-committee updates of vision statements and action agendas
8. Adjourn
_____________________________________________________________________________________
1)

Call to order

Astley called the meeting to order at 12:30 p.m.
Adaurennaya “Ada” Onyewuenyi was present on behalf of the UW Graduate and Professional Student
Senate (GPSS), and explained she is the student representative from that body, and is a third-year
College of Education student. The council welcomed her.
2)

Approval of the minutes from December 7th, 2015

The minutes from December 7th, 2015 were approved unanimously as written.
3)

Discuss and vote on recommendation from FCMA/WA to SEC to give all faculty immediate access
to the Faculty Demographic Tableau Dashboard

Astley explained that faculty demographic data viewable in the data-analytics tool Tableau has now
been substantively reviewed by FCMA/FCWA members, and she reminded the councils they have been
charged to make a recommendation in whether or not this information should be made available to all
UW faculty. She explained ex-officio council members did not receive access to the dashboard (a fact
that was not known prior), and noted those members have been encouraged to access the data via their
faculty colleagues on the council if they have not already. She asked that the joint-council hold some
discussion of releasing this data widely, so a recommendation can be given pertaining to the subject
thereafter. Astley noted her and other council members have crafted a draft “joint-council statement”
on this matter, though it may be further edited during the meeting (Exhibit 1).
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Allen (president’s designee) noted he has found the data useful, and believes it should be made
available to all faculty; he also pointed out that UW staff in relevant positions may also benefit from the
use of this data in various aspects of their work, and posed releasing the data to relevant staff, as well.
Astley explained after question that the releasing of demographic data to UW staff had not been
discussed in any meeting she had been a part of, though she sees the value of the idea and agreed it is
well-advised. There was some discussion of the legal limits placed on releasing public employee race and
gender data.
Several views were expressed relating to if the joint-council’s statement should include language about
ex-officio members on the joint-council receiving access, if staff data access should be addressed
separately by the PSO (Professional Staff Organization) or another body, and some question over if
salary information is available through this data (the council found it was not). Shortly after, the “jointcouncil statement” underwent wordsmithing by members. Ultimately, the joint-council revised the
language to state:
“FCWA/MA has reviewed the Faculty Demographic Tableau Dashboard and recommends all faculty and
relevant administrative staff and academic personnel receive access to the dashboard via their UW
NetID starting January 2016.”
A vote was held for approval of the statement; the vote was unanimously in favor. The statement was
approved and will be forwarded to the Senate Executive Committee (SEC).
4)

Discussion of FAQ on unionization and gender/race/ethnicity and equity

Chapman explained there is a FAQ sheet before council members designed to provide information on
some of the expected impacts of faculty unionization at the UW in regards to race and equity (Exhibit 2).
She noted the FAQ sheet has been revised since it was last reviewed by the joint-council. She noted she
would like members to provide feedback on the document and decide if additional questions should be
incorporated.
A member questioned why informational tables #1 and #2 in the document are not drawing
comparisons to UW’s peer institutions. Chapman explained it is due to institutional differences in
budgets, and the fact that some of UW’s peers are in other states, and/or are in different financial
situations (may be private institutions, etc.).
Astley explained UW Excellence (a faculty group mobilized against faculty unionization) has reviewed
the FAQ sheet and generated a document (housed on their website) regarding supposed inaccuracies of
some tables and other information within the FAQ sheet in question. She noted she will provide council
members a web link to the document that explains these concerns.
A member questioned if all other regional Washington State public four-year universities have unionized
faculty (besides WSU and UW). It was confirmed they are unionized, and after discussion, it was noted
the FAQ document will be altered to reflect this fact.
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There was some discussion of UW School of Medicine and whether or not faculty from the school will or
can be incorporated into the bargaining unit if a union is formed according to related state law. Prager
explained a lot of the information within the FAQ sheet is not relevant to medical school faculty,
especially in regards to their salaries, and the amount of tenured faculty within the school.
A council member explained if women faculty are paid less at the UW, and all faculty receive pay raises
at the same time, than the differences in salary between men and women would not be altered. Astley
explained after more discussion that all UW departments have the ability to individually set salaries for
their faculty.
Chapman explained she and the Labor Protection Subcommittee are working to alter or add language to
the proposed faculty salary policy (currently in its second consideration in the faculty senate) to help
ensure that inequities are not built in to the new code.
Chapman asked members to continue sending her other questions as they arise, as well as additional
relevant information, to be included in the document. She explained one of the first things that the
faculty collective bargaining unit at the University of Oregon did was built in language to their union
contract making “non-negotiable labor or invisible labor that faculty do” visible, and compensated by
the university.
There was some question of who UW Faculty Forward is. It was noted Faculty Forward is the main profaculty unionization group at the UW, and is comprised of faculty from a wide array of units at the UW.
The process of unionization was read from a website with information on the subject. Some additional
questions were asked, with the questions not readily known. A member pointed out that some elements
of faculty unionization, if a union is formed, will have to be negotiated at that time - making some
related questions premature.
5)

Update on Black Lives Matter and Minimum Wage documents submitted to SEC, and request for
members to attend SEC meeting Monday Jan 11 time TBA (Rachel)

Chapman explained that the approved Class C resolution on Black Lives Matter will go to the Senate
Executive Committee (SEC) for approval later in the evening; she asked that some joint-council members
be present at the full faculty senate meeting wherein the resolution will be voted on to join her in
presenting the resolution to faculty. Chapman reminded the joint-council that a request for more funds
to hire a diverse faculty was incorporated to the Black Lives Matter statement.
Chapman explained the joint-council’s approved Minimum Wage resolution was held back from the SEC
agenda as there was some question of if the resolution was originally directed at all University of
Washington staff, or directed only at UW Seattle staff.
6)

Update on Building Equity and Equal Access in Faculty Salary Policy document (see attached)
submitted to FCFA (Rachel)
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Chapman explained she will soon meet with Gordon Watts (chair, Faculty Council on Faculty Affairs) to
discuss language designed for building equity and equal access into the proposed faculty salary policy
(currently under consideration by the faculty senate). She explained anyone interested in coming to this
meeting is welcome, and noted the date, time and location of the meeting. She noted she will report
back to the council on the result of this discussion.
There was some discussion of how “tier-mapping” will be conducted if/when the new policy is approved
and implemented, as faculty rank “tiers” are one large component of the new policy and a large
difference from the system currently in place. Astley explained this tier-mapping will be a large indicator
of inequities, as there may be a tremendous amount of discordance between female and male faculty
tier-mapping during this process.
Allen asked if years of service at the UW will be a factor in tier-mapping. The answer was not readily
known.
Astley questioned the evaluation of what exactly constitutes “diversification,” and how this can be
quantified. She noted the question can be deduced to “how do we know when we are there” in regards
to faculty diversification. She explained is the idea to compare UW faculty racial distribution to the racial
distribution of Seattle, the State of Washington, or the United States? What constitutes what
comparison should be drawn.
One member explained some studies show that minority groups must comprise at least one-third of a
given population before those groups “begin to be heard.” Chapman explained that at a 14.5 percent
population-level of women can dictate some change in a population.
7)

Sub-committee updates of vision statements and action agendas
Demographic Inequity

Astley explained their group is going to create a brief report of the Tableau data for use of the jointcouncil.
Campus EAI Culture
Camber explained the subcommittee was able to meet. She explained they brainstormed a possible list
of actions for the subcommittee to take, and made a bit of a start. She explained this group discussed
BLM, childcare and family benefits, as well as internationalization. The subcommittee added “gender
identity” to their list of topics to address, as this was brought up by ASUW ex-officio member. It was
noted the chair of the subcommittee is Joseph Babigumira.
Labor Protection
Shaffer explained the subcommittee drafted its mission and action plan. She explained components of
this plan can be found in the group’s google drive folder.
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Faculty and Student Safety
Fialkow noted the subcommittee does not have a chair yet. He explained there is a group that is meeting
about these issues campus-wide that they hope to consult with. Chapman explained three action items
for this group:
1. Request for faculty training around first-line responses
2. Our take on revision of faculty appeals board (focus on faculty perspective)
3. Updating sexual assault resolution to pass through the SEC and faculty senate
After some discussion, Ada Onyewuenyi joined the Subcommittee on Faculty Advancement.
8)

Adjourn

The meeting was adjourned at 2:03 p.m.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes by Joey Burgess, jmbg@uw.edu, council support analyst

Present:

Faculty: James Carothers, Rachel Chapman (chair), Delphine Yung, Tess EvansCampbell, Michael Fialkow, Susan Astley (chair), Sarah Prager, Michele Shaffer,
Whasun Chung
Ex-Officio reps: Jill McKinstry, Ada Onyewuenyi, Katie Woods, Francesca Lo,
Patricia Devine
President’s designee: Susan Camber, Chad Allen

Absent:

Faculty: Jim Gregory, Sadaf Bhutta, Joseph Babigumira, Jessica Robles, Bonnie
Duran, Geethapriya Thamilarasu
Ex-Officio reps: Maureen Nolan, Haylee Millikan,

Exhibits
Exhibit 1 – fcmafcwa_demographicdatarelease_resolution_011116
Exhibit 2 – QA Diversity and Equity NEW FINAL 01 04 16 revised 1
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Exhibit 1

Revised 1/11/16
Draft FCMA/FCWA Statement:

FCWA/MA has reviewed the Faculty Demographic Tableau Dashboard and recommends all faculty and
relevant administrative staff and academic personnel receive access to the dashboard via their UW
NetID starting January 2016.
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Exhibit 2

Questions & Answers
About Diversity and Equity in Academic Unions
Q: Do faculty union contracts seek to address issues of diversity and equity? If so, how?
A: Yes, many faculty union contracts seek to address issues of diversity and equity, both directly
and indirectly. For example, the California Faculty Association (affiliated with SEIU), which covers
23,000 professors, lecturers, librarians, counselors, and coaches in the California State University
system, includes an article that directly addresses non-discrimination:

Under Article 16: Non-Discrimination: “There shall be a joint statewide committee of CFA
representatives and administrators including the Senior Director Systemwide EEO, Student Equity and
Whistleblower Compliance, for the purpose of gathering and exchanging information and discussing CFA
concerns regarding faculty affirmative action/diversity programs and efforts to promote diversity in
the CSU. The Committee may issue reports on the status of efforts to promote diversity in the CSU. The
Committee may also make recommendations regarding efforts to facilitate the instruction of diverse
student populations, which may be considered for future implementation.” (Page 62)
Contract measures that explicitly address salary compression by implementing automatic salary
increases for faculty who have been systematically underpaid in comparison to peers also address
equity, and often benefit faculty of color and women faculty, who have historically been the most
affected by compression due to institutional racism and sexism. For example, a comparison of UW
with unionized Washington public 4-year schools shows the various measures faculty have enacted
through their contracts:

Table 1: The Best Post-Recession Faculty Raises at UW VS. Unionized WA 4-Year Schools

School

Total Salary
Increase

Base Rate
Increase

Merit Increase

Compression / Equity

Year
Given

WWU

Up to 8.25%

5.25%

3% at tenure review

.75%-1% per year, over contract

2012-13

CWU

5%

2013-14

2%

3-5%
Potentially up to
$10,000

Based on committee, large pool

EWU

Up to 10%
Some up to
$20,000

Market adjustment, to 90% of CUPA mean

2013-14

UW

Up to 4%

2%

2%

None, although merit increase often used

2013-14

Source: Collective Bargaining Agreements and UW Office of Planning and Budgeting (OPB)
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Table 2: 2015-16 UW Faculty Raises VS. Raises at Unionized Washington 4-Year Schools
Total Rate
Increase

School

Year

WWU
CWU

2015-16
2015-16

EWU
UW

2015-16
2015-16

Base Rate
Increase

Equity /
Tenure
Merit Increase
Compression
Promotion
3% at tenure
Up to 7.25%
3.75%
review
0.50%
10%
Up to 9%
4%
3-5%
NA
10%
2% + Market
UP TO $2,550
100% of CUPA
Adjust.
2%
Per metric
Mean
7.5-10%
Up to 3%
2%
1%
NA
7.50%
Source: Collective Bargaining Agreements and University of Washington OPB

Non-Tenure
Promotion
10%
5%
5%
7.50%

Table 3: UW Compared to Unionized WA 4-Year Schools During the Recession
School

Examples of Recession raises

WWU

10.5% in 2008, 3% at tenure review every year

CWU
EWU
UW

Makeup for Recession Losses /
Compression

Years Makeup for
Compression Given

.75-1% per year, every year
2012-15
By joint faculty / management
$1,500-$3,500 per person in 2009-2012
committee
2011-12
Market adjustment, to 90% of CUPA*
Potentially up to $10,000 by merit
mean
2013-15
None
None
None
Source: Collective Bargaining Agreements and UW Office of Planning and Budgeting (OPB)

*CUPA Mean indicates the amount that university human resource professionals have statistically
derived as the mean for someone in a given job class.

Q: What are some other examples of recent contract measures at other institutions that have
sought to address diversity and/or equity?
A: Faculty are devising innovative ways to address other issues in their workplaces around
diversity and equity. One recent example is a provision in the 2014 California Faculty Association
contract that seeks to account for – and compensate faculty for – the “invisible work” that many
faculty of color and women faculty have been performing to support students of color and women
through mentoring and additional counseling. The contract language follows:

For each fiscal year 2014/15, 2015/16, and 2016/17, the CSU will provide a pool of $1.3 million,
allocated based on campus full-time equivalent students (FTES), to provide assigned time to faculty
employees who are engaged in exceptional levels of service that support the CSU’s priorities, but who
are not otherwise receiving an adjustment in workload to reflect their effort.

Q: Is there any research on the effect of unions on equity and diversity, in higher education
or elsewhere?
A: Yes, there is some research on this topic. A short list of some additional readings is included at
the end of this handout. In brief, there are findings showing that unions can and do have a positive
effect on both equity and diversity. Active participation by members, and the prioritization of
diversity and equity in direct negotiations are two significant factors affecting outcomes. In the case
of faculty unions, however, much of the available research is based on old data, and does not
examine the recent wave of faculty unionization, particularly among non-tenure track faculty across
the country. The direct experiences of faculty unions formed in recent years demonstrate that
faculty today are using their collective bargaining agreements to address diversity and equity in
both time-tested and innovative ways.
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Q: What data exist to determine what sorts of policies would be most helpful at UW, across
all three campuses?
A: These data have been hard to come by, and therefore comparative studies and conclusions are
difficult to draw. UW self-reports this information to the National Center for Education Statistics
“Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System” (IPEDS), 1 but the information housed there
does not break data down at the department or school level and dramatically undercounts in all
categories (among other major limitations).**

Thus, it is impossible to offer departmental-level analysis given this data. UW does publically
report the ethnic and gender composition by department elsewhere, but this is also not available
for the most recent year and doesn’t include salary information. The data from UW are so poor that
a robust analysis with solid correlations is almost impossible without much better data.

Still, IPEDS is a widely used standard for this type of analysis, and the information is telling. The
following charts and graphs illustrate some general conclusions about racial and gender inequity
that are obvious in the data, however incomplete it is. They indicate some areas in which faculty
could choose to focus for more detailed analysis and action through collective bargaining.

With more information, the picture will become clearer. At a bare minimum, a faculty union could
push to secure much better reporting on UW’s demographics. Faculty could then make their own
assessment of what conditions need to be addressed at UW, and then decide which policies to
pursue through collective bargaining.
Q: What do we know about racial and gender equity from the existing data?

A: Even with the previously mentioned limitations, the data tell a very compelling story
about inequities in pay across race, gender and the UW campuses

Table 4: UW System Average Tenure-Line Monthly Salaries and Percent People of Color
Campus
Seattle

Job Class
Professor

Average Monthly Salary
$13,395

% Known POC
14.34%

Bothell
Tacoma
Seattle

Professor
Professor
Associate Professor

$12,700
$11,544
$10,272

25.00%
28.57%
25.83%

Bothell
Tacoma
Bothell

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

$10,172
$9,979
$9,857

30.77%
33.33%
47.73%

Seattle
Tacoma

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

$9,419
$8,762

32.96%
20.83%

Source: National Center for Education Statistics IPEDS Database

1

The data can be accessed at https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/Data.aspx, and we use the most recent
data set available. Author analysis on file and available.
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UW’s tenure-line faculty of color are generally concentrated in lower pay positions. UW Seattle
professors are paid higher than UW Bothell and Tacoma professors, although they have fewer
people of color in their ranks. The average UW Seattle professor makes $13,395 a month, although
they are only 14% people of color. The average UW Tacoma Professor makes only $11,544 a
month, and they are almost 29% people of color. This is true at all academic ranks.

Noticeably, UW Tacoma has the highest concentration of people of color among its tenure-line
faculty, but they systematically make less. However, UW Tacoma also has the lowest percentage of
people of color faculty total. People of color are under-represented among Tacoma lecturers. They
get supposedly “good paying” jobs, but make much less than their peers on other campuses.

Table 5: UW System Salaries, Percent Women and Salary Ratios

Campus

Job Class

Average Monthly Salary

% Women

Salary Ratio Women to Men

Seattle

Professor

$13,395

27.91%

92.11%

Bothell

Professor

$12,700

44.00%

81.88%

Tacoma

Professor

$11,544

40.00%

79.83%

Seattle

Associate Professor

$10,272

45.82%

92.67%

Bothell

Associate Professor

$10,172

32.14%

92.51%

Tacoma

Associate Professor

$9,979

50.00%

83.77%

Bothell

Assistant Professor

$9,857

51.79%

106.02%

Seattle

Assistant Professor

$9,419

48.30%

94.49%

Tacoma

Assistant Professor

$8,762

56.76%

103.36%

Bothell

Lecturer

$7,179

53.03%

92.94%

Seattle

Instructor

$6,655

54.72%

123.49%

Seattle

Lecturer

$6,531

58.61%

88.37%

Tacoma

Lecturer

$6,082

58.46%

87.25%

Seattle

No Academic Rank

$5,993

80.00%

125.73%

Tacoma

No Academic Rank

$5,655

50.00%

89.54%

Seattle

All Instruction

$10,461

42.33%

82.31%

Bothell

All Instruction

$9,302

48.00%

91.69%

Tacoma

All Instruction

$8,510

52.72%

82.64%
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The same is true of UW’s female faculty. However, even more so than with people of color, the
linear trend continues all the way to “contingent” or “adjunct” faculty. UW Seattle professors
receive the highest average monthly salary (at $13,395) and have the lowest concentration of
women (at 28%). UW Tacoma lecturers receive the lowest average monthly salary (at $5,655) and
have the highest concentration of women (At 59).
Faculty at UW Bothell and Tacoma make less money at every step, and people at Tacoma make the
least. This interacts with the fact that people of color are more likely to be tenure-line in Tacoma.
On that campus, they have better jobs, but are systematically paid less than people doing the same
jobs on other campuses.

** All of the information on pp. 3-5 above comes from the National Center for Education Statistics “Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System” (IPEDS), where UW voluntary reports pay and demographic information, or from
the US Census and American Community Survey. UW’s self-reported information is remarkably incomplete, but it is still
safe to make estimates based on it.
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